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EBT WELCOMES BACK STEAM!  The East Broad Top Railroad celebrated its
return to steam after an 11-year absence during its February 18-19,
2023, Winter Spectacular.  EBT’s newly restored three-foot gauge 2-8-2
No. 16, which had not run since 1956 when the EBT shut down, is shown
here powering Saturday’s 8AM “Morning Freight Run” from Orbisonia to
Colgate Grove and return. Photo by: Alex Mayes (see page 2)
    
PROGRAM: Ira Silverman will present a digital program using Zoom
technology titled “Ten Years Before and Ten Years After Amtrak.”  
May 1, 1971, represented the end of most privately operated passenger
trains in the United States.  Ira’s presentation will depict the last
years of the private passenger train and the first decade of Amtrak. 
It is hard to believe it’s more than 50 years since then.

MEETING: April 18, 2023. 8PM via ZOOM technology. Zoom link on page 2. 
    
NEXT MEETING DATE: May 16, 2023

DEADLINE FOR MAY ISSUE: April 28, 2023.  Send news items to Clay
Moritz, Editor, Potomac Rail News, at c.moritz@comcast.net

INFO ON CHAPTER ACTIVITIES: http://potomacnrhs.org/ 
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THE CHAPTER FAMILY

If you know of a Chapter Member who is sick, has lost a loved one, or has a 

new birth in the family, please contact the editor at: c.moritz@comcast.net     

ADDRESS MEMBERSHIP INQUIRIES TO: Rick Davidson, Membership Agent, 2908 Breezy
Terrace, Alexandria, VA 22303-2401 rdavidsonjr2908@gmail.com

THIS MONTH’S COVER PHOTO: After an 11-year absence, steam-powered trains carried
passengers over the East Broad Top Railroad main to Colgate Grove during this
year’s Winter Spectacular held February 18-19.  The trains were powered by EBT’s
newly restored three-foot gauge 2-8-2 No. 16, which had not run since 1956 when
the EBT shut down.  Shortly after the EBT was purchased by the EBT Foundation,
Inc. in 2020, four of EBT’s steam engines were evaluated for restoration, and No.
16 was found to be in the best condition.  The first train that ran during the
Winter Spectacular was Saturday’s 8:00 AM “Morning Freight Run” from Orbisonia to
Colgate Grove and return.  This is the first revenue run of a train powered by
No. 16 since it was placed back in service.  Another “Morning Freight Run” ran on
Sunday at the same time, same consist.  These trains were comprised of one red
boxcar, seven empty coal cars, and EBT wooden caboose No. 28.  The fare for both
of these trips was $250.00 per person, both trips were early sellouts. 
Passengers rode in the caboose, the seating capacity was ten persons.  No. 16
spews a huge cloud of steam and smoke as the south bound leg of the trip passes
through a field a mile north of Orbisonia.  Alex Mayes

ZOOM TOPIC: POTOMAC CHAPTER APRIL MEMBERSHIP MEETING: 

Time: Apr 18, 2023 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82732952599?pwd=SzJoYjFHdkFQS2g2SHRzNDFxbkJHdz09

Meeting ID: 827 3295 2599
Passcode: 676940

One tap mobile
+13017158592,,82732952599#,,,,*676940# US (Washington DC)

RAIL NEWS

SAD NEWS - REMEMBER THE GOOD TIMES WITH THE 20TH CENTURY RAILROAD CLUB.  A sad
time has come for the Club as we have “reached the end of the line” and are
closing the Club.  Our Club has always been about the trips.  There has been a
dramatic change in the railroad industry toward rail fans.  The type of fun
activities we did in the past are no longer available such as charters and
private cars.

We have experienced a drastic reduction in membership.  As our remaining
membership got older, many of our members were no longer able to volunteer in
support of Club activities.  The lack of volunteers made the Club increasingly
dependent on an outside management company whose fees are rising.  Inflation has
accelerated the ever-rising costs of liability insurance to run the trips and
hold meetings.  Other expenses such as phone, internet fees, printing, tax
preparation and other expenses add to the cost of operating a club for fewer and
fewer members.  When expenses exceed income, it becomes impossible to remain in
operation.

mailto:c.moritz@comcast.net
mailto:rdavidsonjr2908@gmail.com
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82732952599?pwd=SzJoYjFHdkFQS2g2SHRzNDFxbkJHdz09
mailto:rdavidsonjr2908@gmail.com
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This decision has not been an easy one for the Board.  Several of us are
long term members of the Club and wish the Club could continue, but see the
inevitable is finally here.  We want to thank all of you for your support of the
20th Century over the years.  It is remarkable for a club to have lasted into our
52nd year.  We hope to see many of you as you continue your railfanning hobby.
Sincerely, The Twentieth Century Board of Directors (312) 829-4500 

tcrc@20thcentury.org

NS SELLS SALUDA GRADE FOR
CONVERSION TO TRAIL. 
Norfolk Southern has sold
31 miles of right-of-way
from its dormant Saluda
Grade, formerly the
steepest main line in
America, to the Saluda
Grade Trail Conservancy
for conversion to a
trail, as reported in the
Spartanburg Post and
Courier.

The Executive
Director of one of three
non-profit groups that
negotiated with NS told
the newspaper the
conservancy has signed a
written agreement that
outlines the price and
terms of sale, “none of which can be    (An east bound Norfolk Southern coal
disclosed based on a confidentiality     train arrives at Melrose, NC, the 
agreement,” that was signed-off by       bottom of Saluda Grade, in June 
NS on February 7 .  The 31-mile          1995. Photo by: Alex Mayes) th

route includes 16 miles in South 
Carolina and 15 in North Carolina.  Bob Briggs, Mayor of Landrum, SC, one of the
communities on the route, said fundraising will likely take two years, and
creation of the trail is still three to five years away.

The Saluda Grade, which included a 4.7% incline with a brief stretch of 5.1%
grade, first saw rail service in 1878 and was considered the nation’s most
dangerous stretch of mainline railroad.  Saluda Grade gains 606 feet in elevation
in less than three miles between Melrose and Saluda.  Because of accidents
involving downgrade runaway trains in the late 1880s, Southern Railway built two
spur tracks for such incidents.  The Norfolk Southern train pictured above is
about to cross the spur track at Melrose.  NS took the grade out of service for
economic reasons in December 2001.  Following its closure, part of the route was
sold to Watco, which operates it as part of its Blue Ridge Southern Railroad.
(Trains News Wire via The Highball, Old Dominion Chapter, NRHS, and Alex Mayes)

RAIL SERVICE AWAITING $200M IN FEDERAL FUNDS TO BEGIN UPGRADES -  MEANWHILE, THE
PASSENGER RAIL PROJECT BETWEEN NEW ORLEANS AND BATON ROUGE CONTINUES MOVING
FORWARD.  A railroad line on a map between Jacksonville and New Orleans shows
where Amtrak wants to restore passenger train service that has been suspended
since Hurricane Katrina in 2005. 

Public officials and rail advocates are gearing up for the return of
passenger rail service along the Gulf Coast between New Orleans and Mobile.  But
the service, which has been suspended since Hurricane Katrina, may not become a 

mailto:tcrc@20thcentury.org
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reality this year, according to officials.  At a March 10  meeting of theth

Southern Rail Commission, officials said pieces are falling into place for a new
rail line that would run twice daily between New Orleans and Mobile with four
stops along the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  But approval is still pending for some
$200 million in Federal grant funds that are needed to upgrade the rail lines,
crossings, and stations along the route.  

Service could begin before those improvements are completed, though not
before the grant money is, at least, approved, according to Commission Chair Knox
Ross.  “We want to start it in 2023.  We hope to start it in 2023 and Amtrak is
doing everything they can,” Ross said. “But there are still some moving parts
that have to come together that are out of our control.”

Meanwhile, another much-anticipated passenger rail project between New
Orleans and Baton Rouge continues moving forward, and advocates of the plan
sounded a note of optimism on March 10  that the service is closer to realityth

than at any time in recent years.  But several hurdles still need to be cleared. 
Federal grant funds have to be approved for key construction projects along the
route and Federal regulatory and environmental approvals are still needed, plus 
an update to a 2014 market study that will lay out a plan for pricing and
operating the project has to be completed.  It's unclear how much of that can get
done before Governor John Bel Edwards, a supporter of the project, leaves office
at the end of the year.  “That is one of the reasons we are trying to get as much
as we can done now," Ross said.  "We have a known governor who is supportive of
this and we are trying to get as much done as we can while we have people in
office who support it.”

Gulf Coast first up.  The March 10  quarterly meeting of the Southern Railth

Commission came amid an unprecedented amount of Federal support for rail
projects.  President Joe Biden’s Bipartisan Infrastructure Law makes the largest
investment in passenger rail since the creation of Amtrak, with a $66 billion
investment. 

In Louisiana, three different passenger rail projects are hoping to take
advantage of the Federal largesse: Gulf Coast service from New Orleans to Mobile;
service between New Orleans and Baton Rouge, and service along the Interstate 20
corridor from Meridian, Mississippi, through several north Louisiana stops to
Dallas.  Of the three, the Gulf Coast project is the farthest along in the
approval process and the most likely to happen first.  In December, Amtrak, CSX
Transportation, Norfolk Southern Railway Company and the Port of Mobile reached a
deal that will allow freight and passenger trains to share the tracks on the Gulf
Coast corridor.  That agreement clears the way for the service to begin for the
first time since Katrina, when Amtrak discontinued the Sunset Limited. 

On March 10 , officials said that stations have been readied in Mississippi,th

though some of the improvements are only temporary.  If the $200 million in
Federal grant money is approved, the stations will get a more thorough overhaul
to bring them up to current standards.  "We know this is going to happen," said
John Robert Smith, a policy advisor to the SRC with Transportation for America. 
"It's just a matter of when."

Baton Rouge-New Orleans.  As for the service between New Orleans and Baton
Rouge, the rail line hasn’t been specifically approved and doesn’t have a
construction time-line yet.  But in a significant development last year, Canadian
Pacific reached a deal to acquire Kansas City Southern, which owns the freight
rails on which the new passenger service would travel.  Unlike KCS, Canadian
Pacific is supportive of the new service and has agreed to allow passenger trains
to use its rails.  

On March 15 , The Surface Transportation Board issued Press Release No. 22-th

07 Approving the CP/KCS Merger With Conditions and an Extended Oversight Period. 
The STB decision includes the following requirement: “Passenger Rail – CP has one
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of the best Amtrak on-time performance records in the industry and has won
Amtrak’s support for this merger.  CPKC has committed to supporting Amtrak’s
expansion plans, and to funding infrastructure improvements.  As a result of the
merger, CPKC will allow Amtrak to add new passenger service over the KCS-owned
lines between New Orleans and Baton Rouge and the CP-owned lines through the
Detroit River Tunnel between Detroit, Mich. and Windsor, Ontario.  The Board
recognizes the agreements between CP and Amtrak and imposes them as a condition
for merger approval.” 

Now the State of Louisiana needs to negotiate a deal with Amtrak to begin
the service.  Amtrak has previously said it would need about six months to
prepare and scale up for regular daily service once a contract is signed.  An
environmental impact study is currently underway and needs to be completed. 
Additionally, an update to a 2014 market study is currently in the works.  That
study is important because it will point to ways to sustain the rail line over
the long term.  In the short term, Federal grant funds would cover up to 90% of
operating costs for first six years.

Another major issue that has to be resolved is the replacement of a wooden
trestle that traverses the Bonnet Carre spillway.  That bridge, which is south of
a new rail bridge, requires trains to slow down to 10 miles per hour.  The State
has applied for a Federal grant that would cover 80% of the estimated $108
million cost. (The Times-Picayune/Morning Advocate; STB Press Release No. 22-07) 

COSTS HAVE INCREASED FOR POTOMAC RAIL BRIDGE THAT WOULD ELIMINATE EAST COAST
BOTTLENECK.  Virginia’s plan to double capacity for trains over the Potomac River
is moving ahead amid inflation that has driven up the project’s cost and
contributed to a $389 million budget shortfall, according to State transportation
officials.

Construction of a new Long Bridge is projected to cost nearly $2.3 billion,
up nearly $240 million from a year ago, according to new budget projections by
the Virginia Passenger Rail Authority.  The funding gap could put the project at
risk for delays, although officials say the new bridge is still on track for a
2030 opening.

The existing 117-year-old, double-track span over the Potomac River, the
main route for trains traveling south from Washington, D.C., is at 98% capacity
during peak traffic times.  Plans call for a new two-track span parallel to the
current Long Bridge that would separate passenger and freight trains, boost
commerce and meet demands for passenger trains along the Interstate-95 corridor.

The project within a 1.8-mile corridor is central to Virginia’s ambitious
$7.2 billion rail program, which would add service on Amtrak and the Virginia
Railway Express, as well as expand passenger train operations across the State
this decade.  “This is really our gem, of all of the projects in transforming
rail in Virginia,” said DJ Stadtler, the Authority’s Executive Director.  “Long
Bridge makes it all happen.”

The addition of a second rail bridge, as well as construction of new track
south of L’Enfant Plaza in the District, will create a four-track crossing for
train traffic between D.C. and Virginia.  The project also will add a pedestrian
and bike bridge between Long Bridge Park in Arlington, Virginia, and East Potomac
Park in the District.

The rail authority this spring is beginning a months-long selection process
to determine construction teams for the project, which it has split into two
segments: on the northern side, work includes construction of several bridges
from the Potomac shore to L’Enfant Plaza, while work on the southern side will
focus on the parallel bridge over the water.  Stadtler said the State plans to
select the builders by this fall.  With approvals already in place from Federal
and local agencies on the preliminary plans, the firms would be able to move into
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a five-year construction period in early 2025, he said.
The bridge will be constructed 40 feet north of the existing crossing.  The

National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), which has review authority over the
project, said last year that the design will complement the existing Long Bridge
“without overwhelming its historic character.”  It will be built with many of the
same features in the existing span, including its structure, material and form,
with steel girders and similar pier spacing, according to preliminary site plans
approved by the NCPC.  Plans also call for the use of Ashlar stone cladding for
the bridge piers, and abutments and walls near the George Washington Memorial
Parkway.

Though the project has stayed on track since Virginia announced an expansion
deal with Amtrak and CSX three years ago, it could be delayed if the rail
Authority doesn’t secure the remaining funding to cover the entire cost over the
next year.  The Authority is seeking Federal grants to help close a $712 million
funding gap for its overall $7.2 billion rail program, said Stadtler, of which
$389 million is for the new Long Bridge.  He attributed the project’s cost
overruns to inflation, noting that the plan was fully funded when the State
embarked on the rail program three years ago.  “A lot of those projects were just
in the early stages of design, and so as we’ve moved into this with better
estimates, obviously inflation has been a big part,” he said.  “We found that all
of the funding that we had is not going to be sufficient to cover all of our
projects.”  He said if no funding is secured in the next year to fill the gap,
the State would need to decide whether to delay other rail projects to fully
finance Long Bridge.

While the funding gap mostly affects funding several years out, officials
say they are confident in the planned 2030 opening.  In the meantime, demand for
intercity passenger service in Virginia continues to set records.  Ridership on
Amtrak’s State-supported routes was close to 90,000 in January, a nearly 30%
increase over the same month in 2020, before the pandemic.  The State estimates
the expansion will allow for 18,000 more freight and passenger train crossings
annually, the equivalent of up to 1 million commercial trucks and 5 million cars
diverted from highways.

The project is backed by the District, Amtrak, VRE, and CSX, which owns the
existing bridge.  It comes alongside other planned improvements, including
construction of a fourth track south of Washington; the acquisition of hundreds
of miles of track and right-of-way elsewhere in Virginia; and other improvements
in the I-95 corridor and across the State.  When the new bridge is complete, the
State expects hourly Amtrak trains during peak hours between Washington and
Richmond.

Business leaders have touted the expanded service as essential to the
economic vibrancy of the greater Washington region, noting better access to jobs
and housing.  Kathy Hollinger, Chief Executive of the Greater Washington
Partnership — a group of business executives that has pushed for more passenger
rail — said Long Bridge progress ensures a future not only with expanded Amtrak
offerings, but also regional commuter trains between Maryland and Northern
Virginia.  “The new Long Bridge represents a unique opportunity to better connect
the super region,” said Hollinger, calling it of “national significance” because
the bridge connects the Southern and Northeastern U.S. (Washington Post)

MAINE’S MIDCOAST RAILSERVICE DRUMS UP FREIGHT & EYES PASSENGER SERVICE NEXT. 
About six months after taking over Maine’s scenic Rockland Branch, Finger Lakes
Railway President Mike Smith said the move is starting to pay dividends.  In
recent months, the newly-formed Midcoast Railservice has been able to drum up new
freight business on the 56-mile State-owned branch between Brunswick and
Rockland, and it is eyeing an expansion into passenger service next. 
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The former Maine Central branch has had a parade of operators over the last
three decades.  In 1987, the State purchased the line from Guilford Rail System
so that it would not be abandoned.  From 1990 until 2000, the line was run by the
Maine Coast Railroad, a spin-off of the Massachusetts Central.  In the early
2000s, Safe Handling Inc., a Maine-based logistics company, operated the line for
a few years before New Jersey’s Morristown & Erie won the contract and ran it as
the Maine Eastern Railroad from 2005 until 2015.  Central Maine & Quebec began
operating the branch in 2016.  That lasted until 2020 when Class I Canadian
Pacific acquired CMQ and became the operator.  Finally, in 2022, CP handed the
reins over to Midcoast, a subsidiary of the Finger Lakes Railway, which operates
on 167 miles of former Conrail track in New York. 

Finger Lakes had been eyeing the Rockland Branch for over a year and had
nearly taken over back in 2021, but then the largest customer on the branch,
Dragon Products, announced it would no longer be shipping cement out of Rockland
via barge.  Since 1994, the cement plant had relied on the railroad to move
cement from its facility at Thomaston to the wharf at Rockland.  The five-mile
rail shuttle was the biggest source of revenue on the branch.  In late 2021 and
early 2022, Finger Lakes reached out to Dragon and came up with an agreement to
move more cement via an all-rail route.  That was enough, Smith said, to make the
Rockland Branch deal appealing again. 

Since then, the railroad has been running once or twice a week using a pair
of B23-7s in the Finger Lakes’ New York Central-inspired paint scheme.  Besides
moving carloads of cement to the CSX (former Pan Am) interchange in Brunswick,
Midcoast has also moved trainloads of petroleum coke to Thomason for Dragon. 
Smith said while Dragon usually gets its coke from overseas, it found the need to
source some of it domestically late last year.  Smith was hopeful that moves like
that could continue in the future. 

The railroad is also trying to drum up new customers so that it doesn’t have
to rely entirely on Dragon.  Among them is American Steel & Aluminum, which
recently opened up a new facility in West Bath.  ASA does work for nearby Bath
Iron Works and is taking in shipments of steel.  The seafood industry is also
emerging as a new customer for the railroad, with carloads of lobster bait (aka:
fish heads) being waybilled to the yard in Rockland.  Smith said a few refers of
bait were shipped last year and he hopes that will start to increase in the
spring.  The railroad is also looking at shipping boxcars loaded with bagged salt
to Rockland.  “We’re looking for customers that can provide five, 10, 20
carloads.  When you get that and add it all up, that can result in some
significant volume,” Smith said of the railroad’s goals.

Coming Soon: Passenger Service.  But perhaps the biggest recent development
for the Midcoast is a plan to restore passenger service for at least two years
between Brunswick and Rockland.  The State of Maine recently earmarked $3 million
for a two-year test of daily passenger service on the route.  Smith said the new
train will operate in partnership with the Maine Department of Transportation,
Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority, and Amtrak, which operates the
Downeaster to Brunswick.  The Rockland Branch train will be called the Coastliner
and will use Budd RDCs.  Smith said Finger Lakes is currently installing new
bathrooms in three RDCs this winter and the first one will be sent to Maine some
time in March. 

If everything goes according to plan, the railroad will begin running three
daily round-trips between Brunswick and Rockland this summer.  The trips will be
scheduled to meet with the Downeaster from Boston and Portland, giving passengers
an easy cross-platform transfer. 

While the Rockland Branch has hosted passenger trains in recent years,
including excursions operated by Maine Coast and Maine Eastern, none of those
ever coordinated with Amtrak.  Smith and others have said they hope the 
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Coastliner will offer an alternative to the always-busy U.S. Route 1. 
Presently, Midcoast has the contract to operate the Rockland Branch until

2025, but Smith is hopeful that will be renewed by the State.  “We’re optimistic
about the future,” he said.  “We would not have gotten into this if we didn’t
think we had a chance to drum-up some new business on the line.” (By Justin
Franz, Railfan & Railroad Magazine)

FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE 1984, PENN STATION IS GETTING UPGRADED.  Amtrak is in
the process of giving Baltimore’s Penn Station a facelift, something that hasn't
been done in almost four decades.  Amtrak has released some pictures of what the
station will look like when the $150 million project is finished.  Baltimore's
Penn Station is one of the busiest in the country, ranking number eight.  The
train station was built in 1911, with the last renovation done in 1984, Amtrak is
expanding the platforms and adding dining and retail stores.   

Amtrak officials say the goal is to update and modernize the local landmark
while protecting and maintaining the historic features.  The new station
expansion is set to deliver by the end of 2025.  The Senior Public Relations
Manager for Amtrak, Beth Toll, says they plan to move to the interior of the
station by the end of this year for renovations.

Scaffolding has already gone up around the station for external
improvements.  Starting in the summer, crews will make core and shell
improvements to the building, such as a new roof, window restoration, updated
stairs and ramps, and new mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems.  In the
fall, construction will begin on a station expansion in a parking lot across the
tracks from the main hall.  Once completed, the new structure will house
ticketing and baggage for Amtrak, allowing the main concourse to be used for
retail.

By 2023, the developers hope to have refurbished the three upper floors as
office space, either for a single anchor tenant or multiple businesses.
Restaurants, coffee shops, and other gathering areas are planned.  Then a brand
new concourse will be built across the train tracks on Lanvale Street when all is
said and done.  To see the latest renderings for Penn Station, click here.
(CBS Baltimore WJZ 13 and www.wmar2news.com)

SWITCH TO AUTOMATED TRAINS GETS GREEN SIGNAL FROM METRO BOARD.  
On March 9 , Metro Board members voiced strong support to automating trains byth

December, saying it was past time that the rail system return to the self-
piloting mode for which it was designed to operate.  “As we move and think about
safety and reliability and everything, this is clearly the way to go,” Metro
Board Chairman Paul C. Smedberg said after an update on the relaunch during a
Board meeting.

Metro’s restoration of automatic train operations (ATO), a system that
controls train movements while removing those functions from human operators,
would be a return to form for the nation’s third-largest rail system.  Metro had
operated in self-driving mode since it opened in 1976 until a deadly crash in
2009 prompted agency leaders to halt the program, even though subsequent
investigations determined it wasn’t a factor.

That stop, ordered out of caution as Metro worked to determine the cause,
wasn’t intended to be permanent.  Multiple Federal and local investigations
determined that lax maintenance and flawed sensory devices essential to Metro’s
train-detection system failed, causing a stopped train to go undetected by a
program that should keep trains safe distances apart.  Nine people were killed
and 80 were injured in the crash.

After earlier attempts to restore ATO, Metro officials say the changeover
this year will be aided by infrastructure upgrades made during the pandemic.  The

https://baltimorepennstation.com/gallery/renderings
http://www.wmar2news.com
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transit agency also is seeking to improve service and reliability to recruit
riders, hoping to make up for fare revenue lost during a rise in tele-work.

Most major rail systems operate in ATO, which experts say reduces the chance
for human error and provides riders with a consistent and smooth ride without
sudden braking and accelerations.  Transit officials also say ATO decreases
delays while increasing reliability.  A 2013 study by Community of Metros, an
international association of rail agencies, found that transit systems that
switched to ATO had a 26% reduction in delays of at least five minutes.

Board members, who had been updated periodically on ATO as a team of
engineers worked on the project since 2019, spent much of the March Board meeting
questioning Metro’s preparedness to relaunch the system over the next nine
months.  Their questions covered a round of similar questioning from the
Washington Metrorail Safety Commission earlier in the week.  Also fielding ATO
queries were top officials from rail transit systems in San Francisco, London,
and Atlanta, as well as experts from the American Public Transportation
Association (APTA), who have been reviewing Metro’s plans, protocols, and ATO
equipment while consulting with the agency on best practices. (Washington Post)

THE FRA HAS LAID OUT THE STEPS IT WANTS RAILROADS TO TAKE AS PART OF A FORMAL
SAFETY ADVISORY.  Om April 7 , Federal regulators called on railroads toth

reevaluate their placement of rail cars and locomotives, particularly in long
trains, citing a rise in derailments in which the makeup of the train is a
leading cause or a contributing factor.

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) laid out the steps for railroads
in a formal safety advisory, the fourth that Federal transportation agencies have
issued to enhance safety in response to a February 3  derailment and chemicalrd

spill in northeast Ohio.
“Railroads must prioritize proper train makeup to maintain safety, prevent

accidents, and optimize train performance,” according to the advisory signed by
FRA Chief Safety Officer John Karl Alexy.

The order does not force railroads to act, but is part of an effort by the
Federal government to tighten train safety after a Norfolk Southern train
derailed, burst into flames and spilled a flammable gas in East Palestine, Ohio. 
It also follows other high-profile spills and derailments in recent weeks that
have put the industry in the spotlight.

The latest advisory calls on railroads to review and update policies
regarding the configuration of trains, while considering proper use of
distributed power units, or locomotives, and train-length limitations.  It also
urges additional training for crews and other railroad workers who decide the
placement of rail cars and locomotives.

The FRA issued its first advisory in late February, urging railroads to
improve their use of trackside safety detectors, which didn’t provide enough
warning about a failing bearing that led to the Ohio derailment.  On March 2 ,nd

the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration called on tank car
owners to examine their fleets for models fitted with aluminum covers that
protect pressure-relief valves and to consider upgrading to steel.  A day later,
the same Agency called on railroads to review with local communities how they
share information about dangerous shipments.

Friday’s advisory cites recent derailments, including a March 4 incident in
Springfield, Ohio, in making the case for more scrutiny of the placement of
individual rail cars and locomotives.  It refers to concerns about safety risks
linked to various configurations, particularly in long, complex trains carrying
mixed freight and hazardous materials.

The proper assembly is critical for a train to safely and effectively
navigate the track, according to the FRA.  Improperly assembled trains are more 
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susceptible to derailment, in part because of forces that can affect their
stability.  For example, industry and government research shows that excessive
“in-train” forces, such as those affecting the distribution of weight, can cause
a long, heavy train to derail or pull apart when on an incline or when a train
enters a curve.  Since 2021, at least six derailments are suspected of being
caused by issues related to improper train makeup, according to the advisory. 
All had at least 125 rail cars and were at least 1.5 miles long.  In one of those
cases, a 210-car, mixed-freight train traveling through Springfield, Ohio, last
month derailed while on a slope, with the heavier part of the train on a downhill
grade, according to the advisory.  The train, with 17,966 trailing tons, had its
weight mostly concentrated at the head and rear of the train.  “The derailment
happened at the sag between ascending and descending grades, with short, empty
rail cars designed to ship coiled steel being the first to derail,” the advisory
said.  “Buff forces peaked as the downhill portion of the train ran-in, causing
the derailment of cars 70-72 and the subsequent pile-up.”

The advisory highlighted commonalities in the six cases: All were long
trains and exceeded 4,000 tons, the maximum weight threshold established by the
industry three decades ago for mixed-freight trains.  In every incident, the
first car that derailed was empty and locomotives were spread throughout the
train.  The advisory said that while distributed locomotives can contribute to
improved train control, they should not be considered a replacement for proper
rail car placement.

While there are no comprehensive Federal regulations that govern train
makeup, including the use of such locomotives, the industry considers several
factors when assembling a train, including the commodity mix, tonnage, terrain,
track conditions, and crew training, according to the Association of American
Railroads.  In a statement, the group said that when building trains, railroads
use algorithms that account for numerous factors in the placement of locomotives
and freight cars to maximize safety and effectiveness.

“The last decade was the safest ever for railroading in this country, but
there is still more work to be done,” said AAR spokesperson Jessica Kahanek. 
“The industry is committed to productive conversations about how we continue to
advance our shared goal of ensuring the safety of the trains that serve customers
and communities across the nation.”

Railroads have operated millions of trains exceeding 7,500 feet “without
incident or notice for the past 80 years,” the AAR has said. Recent legislation
has defined 7,500 feet, or roughly 1.5 miles, as a long train.  Some railroads
operate trains that are three miles long.  Most major freight railroads use
computer programs that evaluate an individual train’s car makeup and warn of
placement errors, according to a 2019 report by the Government Accountability
Office.  Some railroads also rely on computer simulations to determine train
makeup when operating longer and heavier trains.  Railroads impose length and
weight restrictions on some routes.

The FRA’s advisory notes that five of the six incidents it cites involved
mixed-freight trains, while five also carried hazardous materials, which the
agency said require more-complex considerations in train makeup.  Unlike trains
carrying a single commodity, mixed-freight trains have rail cars with different
weights, lengths and goods.  Alexy, of the FRA, said the order aims to ensure
that railroads “exercise due diligence and recognize the importance of taking
proactive measures” to reduce risks related to operating trains with various
configurations, while also ensuring that crews adhere to those measures. 
“Personnel should be encouraged and empowered to adhere to train makeup policies,
procedures, and guidelines, even if it delays a train,” the advisory said.
(Washington Post)
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FORMER OFFICIAL CHARGED WITH $8 MILLION IN THEFTS FROM MBTA COMMUTER RAIL
OPERATOR.  A former official with the contract operator of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority commuter rail service is facing fraud charges for thefts
totaling more than $8 million, in part with the help of a supplier for the
agency.

The Boston Globe reports John Pigsley, a former assistant chief engineer who
managed facilities maintenance for commuter operator Keolis, and electrical
subcontractor John Rafferty allegedly used fake invoices to steal more than $4
million.  Pigsley also is accused of stealing copper wire and selling it for
scrap for more than $4.5 million.

The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Massachusetts said in a press
release that Pigsley, 58, has been indicted by a Federal grand jury on five
counts of wire fraud, one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud, six counts of
tax evasion, one count of filing a false tax return, and four counts of
structuring financial transactions to evade reporting requirements.

Piglsey was arrested the morning of April 5  and pleaded not guilty in ath

court appearance that afternoon.  Rafferty, 69, has agreed to plead guilty to one
count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud.

“Over the last few years, T ridership has had to endure its fair share of
both acute and chronic issues.  Today, unfortunately, we add fraud to that list,”
said U.S. Attorney Rachael S. Rollins.  She said the money taken in the alleged
thefts “could have been used to ensure significantly safer, faster, and more
reliable transportation for riders.  Instead, these men lined their pockets for
their own selfish gain.  It is my hope that this prosecution holds these alleged
criminals accountable.”

The Attorney’s Office says that between July 2014 and November 2021,
Rafferty purchased vehicles, construction equipment, construction supplies, and
other items for Pigsley; his construction company, Pigman Group, and others, then
submitted invoices for those items to Keolis, with Rafferty keeping a percentage.

The Globe reports that an MBTA representative said Keolis noticed the
transit agency of the alleged over-billing and “credited the T for all funds
identified in the alleged scheme.”  A Keolis representative said that in 2021,
the company discovered “project anomalies linked with the practices of an
employee,” who was investigated and fired.  The FBI and IRS were involved in the
investigation, according to the U.S. Attorney’s office. (Trains News Wire)

METRO TO REOPEN YELLOW LINE.  After an eight-month closure, the Yellow Line will
finally reopen to riders on May 7, Metro announced on April 4.  The Yellow Line
has been out of service since September due to the rehabilitation of the Potomac
River tunnel and bridge, both built in the 1970s and in need of repair for water
intrusion and other issues. The tunnel leaks were Metro’s biggest infrastructure
priority.  The $384 million rehabilitation project includes replacing expansion
joints and bearings on the 3000-foot bridge, welding together 1,200 steel plates,
and sealing the entire mile-long tunnel to prevent water leaks, which can spark
the third rail and cause smoke and fire events.  Tunnel work also included
replacing miles of existing cables, light fixtures, and fire suppression systems.
Metro Senior Program Manager Tatiana Kotrikova called it a “major transformation”
that will keep the tunnel in shape for another 50 years.  “It was crumbling
steel, almost like sand when you touched it with your hands,”  Kotrikova said of
the steel liner in the tunnel. “(Now) it’s clean, it’s painted, we’ve got the
utilities back on the wall.”  When the Yellow Line does reopen on May 7, it will
only run from Huntington to Mt. Vernon Square instead of Greenbelt.  It’s one of
the less popular Metro budget decisions.  Trains will run on the Yellow Line
every 8 minutes during the day and every 12 minutes after 9:30 p.m. and on
weekends. (DCist) 
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